What do Computer Scientists have to say about their work?

“It is technical and requires quite a bit of mental concentration...

I get to help create something and move a project along so that the company is successful.

That's what I enjoy.”

-Scott Horn, Computer Software Engineer*
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With a career in Computer Science you could...

- Create video games
- Improve music recording technology
- Design weather forecasting programs
- Help doctors track patient health
- Improve music recording technology
- Develop new technologies in various fields

Interested in working with many different types of businesses?

Computer Scientists can work for:

- Health Care Companies
- Movie Studios
- Law Firms

Computer Science is in demand. Employment is expected to grow, with thousands of new jobs being added over the next few years.

After high school, here’s the education you’ll need to succeed:

- Math: Algebra, Calculus, Geometry, Statistics
- Physics
- Computer science
- Computer programming
- Computer applications
- Network technology
- Keyboarding

Useful classes to prepare for college...

Starting Salaries begin around $40,000-$60,000 per year, up to $100,000 or MORE with several years experience.

MYTH: Computer Science is BORING.

REALITY: It requires a lot of creativity, as well as technical skills, to develop software and solve programming issues.

Starting Salaries begin around $40,000-$60,000 per year, up to $100,000 or MORE with several years experience.